Kan ban inventory level

2) The should be about 7 papers in the pipeline all the time.

\[ EC15 \equiv \text{mod } 2 \]
input → [production] → output

Stage I

.WriteLine → QC → Write

Stage II

Suppose a more detailed flowchart:
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Writing papers/including papers.

What are the stages:

Stage I
First draft

Stage II
Title, abstract, introductory conclusion

Stage III
Full paper

Submit
The important thing is to spend most of the time at stage IV.
1) purpose
   → writing purpose
   ↓
   b) brainstorm
   c) PERT
   d) RAD/AdHoc (KAKANAN)

   Sunday → Monday → Week → Today
   ↑
   Sunday
Another way of making priorities in how to write papers is to ask myself what do I need to know in order to improve my research?

1) I need to improve the shell of writing papers.

2) I would like to use the APA approach as an AR approach.